
Flag, Muter & Trips League 
 

2018/19 
 
 
The first round of WP Bowls Flag, Muter & Mixed League will be played on Saturday 12th January 2019. 
 
Sponsorship 
Personal Trust, our District sponsor, will be sponsoring the Men’s Flag, the Ladies Muter and the Trips League. 
 
Please remember to make mention of the sponsor in announcements when handing out the cards and during the tea 
break. The new Personal Trust fliers must be placed on tables for the tea break. These new fliers and score cards are 
available from WP Office for the clubs that have not collected yet. 
 
Reporting of results to THE WEEKEND ARGUS 
We are negotiating with the Argus and will advise details nearer the time. 
 
Submission of Flag, Muter and Trips League results to WP Bowls office 
Each side is responsible for providing a copy of the declaration form to the duty officer who will transpose the names 
onto the final result sheet. At the completion of the match the duty officer must record the scores onto this result sheet 
and once the captains have signed accepting the recorded results, give each captain a copy thereof. 
 
Hosting clubs are requested to submit the match declaration/signed result sheet to Chris Nurrish by fax 086.556-8916, 
email wpbcomp@mweb.co.za and to wpbowls@mweb.co.za or by hand to the WP Office before 10a.m. on the 
following Monday.   
 
If the Declaration/Result forms are faxed or emailed to the office or to Chris, it is not necessary to submit the originals. 
 
The match declaration/signed result sheet and the scorecards are to be filed and kept in a safe place at the hosting 
club until one month after the completion of the competition. 
These documents must be available for the duration of the competition in case they are required. 
Please ensure the correct “Results Sheet” is used and that it is properly completed.  
 
Scoring & format of Play 
All Flag and Muter games will be played over three sets with each set consisting of seven ends. All Trips League 
games will be played over three sets with each set consisting of six ends. The winner of a set will be the team with the 
most shots scored during the seven ends (Trips League six ends) and will score one point. If the shots are equal in a 
set, the set point will be shared.  
The team with a higher aggregate of shots for than shots against at the completion of the game also scores two 
aggregate points. If the aggregate shots for and against are equal, the aggregate points are shared. The maximum 
points per team is 5. 
Sides with a higher aggregate of shots for than shots against also scores two aggregate points. If the aggregate shots 
for and against are equal, the aggregate points are shared. Total maximum points per team is 12. 
Order of Play - At the start of the game, the winner of the toss shall, decide whether to take the mat and deliver the 
jack or let the other side play first. At the start of the second and third set, the winner of the previous set must take the 
mat and deliver the jack. If the set is drawn, the winner of the last scoring end in that set must take the mat and deliver 
the jack. At the start of any other end the winner of the previous end must take the mat and deliver the jack. 
 
Scorecards/Scoreboard 

Cumulative end-by-end scores must continue for the duration of the game on the scoreboard (and flip boards if 
used). 
The scorecards however have been formatted to make the recording of the data onto the result sheets 
simpler and thus the cumulative scores recorded on the scorecard at the commencement of each set start 
anew. 
 
If you require any assistance, please contact the WP Office on 021.531-5872 or Chris Nurrish on 083.412-3628. 

 

Please note that the issue of different systems of paying green/tea fees between Flag, Muter and Mixed League sides 
will be decided after 6th December and all clubs will be advised on the correct procedure to follow. 
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